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Introduction

Description of the Method

Numerous studies in animal model systems for Huntington’s disease have 

described large gene expression effects in various tissues, especially in the 

striatum region of the brain. In studies involving samples across either 

different age groups or other disease related factors (such as Q-length) it 

can be of interest to characterize how these factors affect dysregulated 

genes or proteins over the course of disease progression.  We describe here 

a Bayesian approach that utilizes differential gene expression results from 

disease and progression related contrasts to classify each gene’s trajectory 

through the course of the disease model.  For example, the method can 

describe genes in terms of when their dysregulation appears and the extent 

to which their dysregulation continues to advance or is sustained.  The 

method is based on a previously published method to measure reversal or 

rescue of gene dysregulation (Marchionini, et al, JCI Insight, 2022).  

Examples will focus on well characterized published data sets.  We will 

explore the implications for marrying these results to transcriptome-wide 

effects from disease model intervention studies.

o Studies amenable to this analysis involve HD model systems that span 

multiple ages, Q-lengths or other disease parameters.

o The analysis paradigm is based on three differential expression 

contrasts:

o HD Signature contrast:  HD Model vs Wild Type at a starting 

parameter value

o Eg: Q111 at 6M vs WT at 6M

o HD Progression contrast:  HD Model at the next parameter value 

vs HD Model at the starting parameter value

o Eg: Q111 at 10M vs Q111 at 6M

o Next HD Signature contrast:  HD Model at the next progression 

parameter value vs Wild Type at the next progression parameter 

value

o Eg:  Q111 at 10M vs WT at 10M)

o This contrast captures genes that “Emerge” as HD signature 

genes between 6 months and 10 months

o Disease progression probabilities and classifications are determined 

using a Bayesian approach originally designed for gene-by-gene 

“reversal/rescue/prevention” as described in Marchionini, et al, JCI 

Insight, 2022.
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Summary and Conclusions

o Transcriptome progression signals can be described through adaptation 

of the posterior probability method used for reversal/rescue

o Applied across various progression parameters

o Age

o Q-length as a surrogated for Age

o Age * Q-length (AxQ)

o Results can be overlayed with Reversal/Rescue calculations

o Reversal is possible for genes in all progression classes

o For early intervention:  trend towards more effective 

reversal/rescue/prevention of Middle-Late and Late Progressors as 

compared to established HD genes (Negligible Progressions) and 

Early and Early-Middle Progressors (this result has been observed in 

other studies not shown here).

o For late intervention:  trend towards more effective 

reversal/rescue/prevention of Late Emergent genes over other 

classes
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